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The editors of the pan-European journal dedicated to public procurement and PPPs cordially welcome submissions for the forthcoming issues, published online and print.

Since 2006 EPPPL has been a leading platform for academics, policy-makers and practitioners to share and sharpen their expertise in public procurement and PPP law.

In particular, EPPPL editors seek the following types of contributions:

ARTICLES | CASE NOTES | OPINIONS | BOOK REVIEWS | COUNTRY REPORTS

Submission does not guarantee publication. All manuscripts will be subject to blind peer-review prior to publication and are required to conform to the author guidelines available at: www.lexxion.eu/en/journals/epppl/#authors

Contributions may be submitted after the published deadlines, by arrangement with the editor. Authors receive a free printed copy of the journal.

Submission Deadline

• Issue 1/2022 01 January 2022
• Issue 2/2022 01 April 2022
• Issue 3/2022 01 July 2022
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+49-30-81 45 06-17
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Case Law Editor
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Open Access Options

Make your EPPPL contribution freely available online and retain your right to republish. The open access fee is € 878 excl. VAT. Peer review process still applies.